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Online, self-paced training that is 
focused on giving you the skills needed 

to stand out.

Online learning gives you the flexibility to plan study time around the rest of your day. Our programs 
combine video, hands-on lab exercises and one-on-one facilitation to enable you to learn as your 
schedule allows. 

Labs are performed via remote access to a dedicated lab machine (unless a student requests to utilize 
their own equipment). Our unique commitment to student success includes a personal instructor 
to assure that your courses are completed on time and with full understanding of both the lecture 
content and the lab exercises.

Course Advisors are available at 302.335.8868 to answer any questions you may have.

https://www.brightstarinsitute.com
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3-course program: $3,100

Python is one of today’s most important coding languages and Python programmers are 
currently in great demand. The Python Programmer Certificate program teaches students how 
to create scripts in the Python language that manipulate data, automate tasks and handle 
errors. The Python certificate program also covers how to access relational databases and 
make sophisticated data queries using SQL, as well as writing scripts that assist with system 
administration. Through hands-on lab exercises students will learn to use the IDLE integrated 
development environment.

Program Highlights:

 f Fundamental Programming Concepts
 fWriting Python programs
 fWorking with Python’s built-in objects
 f Reading and writing files
 f Communicating with databases
 f Creating structured data with Lists, Tuples, Sets and Dictionaries

Required Courses:

Python Programmer Certificate 
Overview

Course Name Duration

Introduction to Programming Concepts 15 Hours

Python Programming 75 Hours

SQL Programming 60 hours

 fUsing exceptions to gracefully handle errors
 fOrganizing code with functions and classes
 fWriting SQL queries
 fUpdating and deleting database records

https://www.brightstarinsitute.com
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Students Will Learn:

Duration: 15 hours

Prerequisites: Rudimentary knowledge of computer systems. Students should know how to basically 
operate a computer, browse the world wide web, send and receive email messages, and write and 
print memos.

Course Description: Courses that teach programming languages tend to focus on the particulars of 
each language (as they should), expending only minimal time discussing basic universal programming 
concepts. Students who are new to programming may find themselves overwhelmed in discussions 
of the details of matters such as control flow operators, executable images, third generation languages, 
and logical operators before they really understand the concepts. This situation can leave the student 
lost or frustrated or both.

This course is offered for the aspiring programmer to provide them the foundational knowledge that 
is necessary to learn and advance in a programming career. Students will be exposed to fundamental
concepts that are utilized by all programming languages in this course.

 f Basic computer terminology and jargon

 f Programming tasks: Analysis and 

requirements gathering

 f Programming tasks: Design and planning

 f Programming tasks: Coding

 f Programming tasks: Testing

 f Programming tasks: Deployment/

Documentation

 f Programming tasks: Maintenance

 f The nature, pros and cons of compiled vs. 

interpreted languages

 f The steps of compiling: parsing, 

optimization, object code, linking, 

executable images

 fHow to write and compile a rudimentary 

C program

 f Programming styles: imperative, 

structured, procedural, object-oriented, 

declarative, and functional

 f The utility of stand-alone, distributed, 

client-server and web-enabled 

programming

 f Statements, commands, comments and 

reserved words

 f Routines, subroutines, functions and 

libraries

 f Control flow structures

 f Algorithms

Introduction to Programming Concepts

https://www.brightstarinsitute.com
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Students Will Learn:

Python Programming

Duration: 75 hours

Prerequisites: Prior scripting experience or knowledge of fundamental programming concepts.

Course Description:  This hands on Python programming course shows how to rapidly develop and 
maintain effective Python programs. The course includes thorough coverage of Python syntax, built 
in data types and control constructs. The course takes a practical approach to creating and organizing 
Python programs using functions, packages, modules and classes as part of Python’s object-oriented 
paradigm. Attendees will use regular expressions to rapidly process data captured from users and 
from the file system.

Attendees will learn how to use Python to create scripts that manipulate data, automate tasks, perform 
error handling and store and retrieve data by using relational databases. Students will be able to 
create Python scripts that assist with system administration.

Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning and develop real 
competency.

 fUnderstanding Python

 fWriting Expressions in Python

 fWorking With Numbers

 fWorking with Strings

 f Building Structured Data with Lists and 

Tuples

 f Building Structured Data with 

Dictionaries and Sets

 f Controlling the Flow of a Python Program

 f Creating Modular Code with Functions

 f Input / Output

 fObject-Oriented Programming with 

Python

 fUsing Modules in Python Programs

 f Exception Handling

 fUsing Regular Expressions in Python

 fDatabase Programming with Python
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Students Will Learn:

SQL Programming

Duration: 60 hours

Prerequisites: None.

Course Description:  This SQL programming course teaches students relational database fundamentals 
and SQL programming skills. Topics covered include relational database architecture, database design 
techniques, and simple and complex query skills. This class is intended for analysts, developers, 
designers, administrators, and managers new to the SQL programming language. Upon completion, 
participants will understand SQL functions, join techniques, database objects and constraints, and 
will be able to write useful SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements. 

Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning and develop real 
competency.

 f Introduction to Relational Databases and 

SQL

 fDesigning Relational Databases

 f Creating Databases and Tables

 fWorking with Records

 f JOIN Statements

 f Advanced SELECT Statements

 fUnderstanding Subqueries

 f SQL Procedural Programming

 f Views and Triggers

 fDatabase Security and Transactions
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